The impact of a primary electron initiates a cascade of secondary electrons in solids, and these cascades play a significant role in the dynamics of ionization. Here we describe model calculations to follow the spatiotemporal evolution of secondary electron cascades in diamond. The band structure of the insulator has been explicitly incorporated into the calculations as it affects ionizations from the valence band. A Monte-Carlo model was constructed to describe the path of electrons following the impact of a single electron of energy E ∼ 250 eV. This energy is similar to the energy of an Auger electron from carbon. Two limiting cases were considered: the case in which electrons transmit energy to the lattice, and the case where no such energy transfer is permitted. The results show the evolution of the secondary electron cascades in terms of the number of electrons liberated, the spatial distribution of these electrons, and the energy distribution among the electrons as a function of time. The predicted ionization rates (∼ 5-13 electrons in 100 fs) lie within the limits given by experiments and phenomenological models. Calculation of the local electron density and the correspond-1 e-mail:ziaja@tsl.uu.se, szoke1@llnl.gov, spoel@xray.bmc.uu.se, hajdu@xray.bmc.uu.se ing Debye length shows that the latter is systematically larger than the radius of the electron cloud, and it increases exponentially with the radial size of the cascade. This means that the long-range Coulomb field is not shielded within this cloud, and the electron gas generated does not represent a plasma in a single impact cascade triggered by an electron of E ∼ 250 eV energy. This is important as it justifies the independent-electron approximation used in the model. At 1 fs, the (average) spatial distribution of secondary electrons is anisotropic with the electron cloud elongated in the direction of the primary impact. The maximal radius of the cascade is about 50Å at this time. At 10 fs the cascade has a maximal radius of ∼ 70Å, and is already dominated by low energy electrons (> 50%, E < 10 eV). These electrons do not contribute to ionization but exchange energies with the lattice. As the system cools, energy is distributed more equally, and the spatial distribution of the electron cloud becomes isotropic. At 90 fs, the maximal radius is about 150Å. An analysis of the ionization fraction shows that ionization level needed to create an Auger electron plasma in diamond will be reached with a dose of ∼ 2 × 10 5 impact X-ray photons perÅ 2 if these photons arrive before the cascade electrons recombine. The Monte-Carlo model described here could be adopted for the investigation of radiation damage in other insulators and has implications for planned experiments with intense femtosecond X-ray sources.
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The treatment of electron cascades in this paper is restricted to low energy electrons (E impact = 250 eV) and weakly ionized samples where only a few interatomic bonds are perturbed. We chose diamond as a model compound because of its significance in X-ray optics and its relevance in modeling covalent carbon structures. The calculations presented here can be extended to other insulators.
In our model ionization proceeds via excitations of secondary electrons from the valence band. In all insulators the valence band is fully occupied, and any electron released from the valence band leaves a hole in the band, which becomes an independent charge carrier. In contrast, the band structure of metals is open, and its behaviour is usually well described by a (modified) free-electron-gas approximation [1] .
Low energy electrons may undergo elastic and inelastic collisions with atoms in a solid. Since the corresponding electron wavelength is comparable with atomic dimensions and interatomic distances in solids, multiple scatterings [2] on neighbouring atoms have to be considered with low-energy electrons and calculated quantum-mechanically (QM). The QM exchange terms have to be incorporated into the interaction potential. Calculations of elastic scattering amplitudes can be done reasonably well in the muffin-tin potential approximation [3] [4] [5] . In contrast, a fully rigorous method for including inelastic scattering has not yet been published.
The main aim of this paper is to provide a more accurate description of secondary electron emission rates in solids than the currently existing models [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This is important for a better understanding of radiation damage.
There is a class of processes, which do not contribute to ionization. These processes affect mostly the transport of very low energy electrons (E ≥ 10 eV), propagating through an insulator. Electrons with energies below the secondary ionization threshold undergo elastic and inelastic collisions due to atomic vibrations, impurities or atomic vacancies [13] . In metals, inelastic electron-electron interactions are predominant but this is not the case with insulators. In insulators, lack of electrons in the conduction band implies that the predominant energy transfer is via atomic vibrations (phonons) for very low energy electrons. These processes do not lead to additional emission of secondary electrons, since the energy gains and losses due to the phonon coupling are very small, despite the fact that such couplings happen at a rate of about 10 14 phonons per second. We neglect these very low energy couplings, since they do not contribute to ionization and their influence on the energy transfer is not significant in the first 10 fs. The model presented here predicts the total number of electrons released in the cascade correctly but misestimates the average energy of electrons in the range of 10 to 100 fs. For the same reason, we do not follow the evolution of cascades after ≈ 100 fs.
The present study goes beyond the free-electron-gas model used in our previous, zerodimensional model [14] , and incorporates a detailed description of the band structure of diamond. It also considers dispersion relations for carriers in the valence band and in the conduction band. In what follows, we first describe the MC model, and show results of 2000 simulations from different cascades. These yield the characteristics of the secondary electron cloud as a function of time. Finally, we discuss the results in the context of their implications for radiation damage.
The model:
Calculation of elastic scattering amplitudes and angular distributions was done in the muffintin potential approximation by the partial wave expansion technique [3, 4, 14] . To perform these calculations we used programs from the Barbieri/Van Hove Phase Shift package [5] .
For describing inelastic scatterings, we apply the Lindhard dielectric function [15] together with optical-data models [16] [17] [18] [19] . The response of the medium to a passing electron, giving an energy loss ofhω and a momentum changehq, is described in those models by a complex dielectric function [15] ǫ(q, ω). The probability of an energy losshω per unit distance travelled by a non-relativistic electron of energy E, i.e. the differential inverse mean free path, τ (E, ω) [15, 17, 20, 21] , then reads :
where a 0 is the Bohr radius, and
are the maximal and minimal values of the allowed momentum transfer to the solid, and m e denotes the mass of a free electron. The expression forhq ± assumes that the energy and momentum transfer for an electron moving in the medium is the same as for a free particle in vacuum, i.e. there is no effective mass assumed and no energy gap. Integration of the differential inverse mean free path over the allowed values of ω yields the total inverse inelastic mean free path [14] . It follows from (1) that the only quantity needed to evaluate τ (E, ω) and λ in (E) is the dielectric response function ǫ(q, ω). However, most existing data on dielectric response functions were obtained from photon scattering on solids, for which the momentum transfer is zero. The problem is how to predict ǫ(q, ω) with q > 0, knowing only its optical limit (q = 0) [17, 21] . For that purpose a phenomenological optical model was introduced, where
with some profile function of q and ω. We used two such models in the following. The optical model by Ashley [17, 21] includes exchange between the incident electron and the electron in the medium, which is modeled in analogy with the structure of the non-relativistic Møller cross-section. The Tanuma, Powell and Penn model (TPP-2) [18] was adopted for calculating the differential inelastic mean free path and inelastic mean free path of electrons in the solid. The energy loss function for diamond used in these calculations was taken from Ref. [14] . Diamond shows a dominant peak in its electron-loss function, corresponding to welldefined volume plasmons [16] . This means that the Lindhard dielectric function describes this solid satisfactorily [18] , at least in the resonance region that is far from the minimum energy needed to make an electron-hole pair.
For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the system at low dose rates, and very early in an exposure when the medium is generally still neutral. Thus we neglect long-range Coulomb interactions, in particular electron-electron interactions, and therefore assume that electron trajectories follow straight lines between consecutive scatterings. Consequently, we do not simulate the motion of the holes and neglect any electron-hole interaction. Effects of hole propagation, i. e. possible inelastic scatterings of the holes and subsequent ionization, are neglected as well, since these processes do not contribute significantly to the total ionization rate. Due to the low impact energy of primary electrons (E ∼ 250 eV), we neglect interactions of the electrons with inner shells of the atoms (cf. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). The interactions with valence electrons are modelled as interactions with the band in the solid. For electrons in the conduction band of kinetic energy lower than E elast ∼ 14 eV in Ashley's, and E elast ∼ 9 eV in the TPP-2 model, the inelastic mean free path predicted by these models was very large. Therefore we assumed that below these energies electrons scatter elastically only. In- eV. The energy E V , E V = −E G /2, is the energy at the top of the valence band. The width of the valence band is estimated to be ∆E V ∼ 23 eV. Numerical values were taken from Ref. [22] .
teractions of conduction band electrons with lattice phonons, which are important for low kinetic energies (E < 10 eV) were neglected [8] . Following Ashley's model and the TPP-2 model, we did not allow any form of electronic recombination, so electrons excited into the conduction band stayed there during the simulations.
Excitation of an electron-hole pair in an insulator/semiconductor as modelled: (a) the kinetic energy of the excited electron is E 0 +hω − E C , where E 0 is the initial energy of the electron in the valence band, and hω is the energy transfer; (b) Momentum of the electron equals p
, where p h is the momentum of the hole remaining in the valence band, andhq denotes momentum transfer. The kinetic energy of the hole is E V − E 0 . The velocity and the momentum of a hole point in opposite directions [1] . Fig. 1 presents the band structure of diamond at T = 300 K, as derived from [22] . The zero of the energy scale lies in the middle of the band gap. The position of the bottom of the conduction band is E C = E G /2, and the band gap equals E G = 5.46 eV at T = 300 K. The width of the valence (V) band is estimated to be ∆E V ∼ 23 eV [23] . The dispersion relations for electrons near the bottom of the conduction band and for holes near the top of the valence band are given by the quadratic approximation [1] . In order to keep consistency with the Lindhard dielectric formulation, we assume henceforth the effective mass of the electrons in the conduction band to be equal to the mass of a free electron in vacuum, m e . For simplicity, we also assume that the mass of the hole is direction-independent, and equals to the effective mass, m V = 0.8m e , where m 3 V is the determinant of the valence band mass tensor [1, 24] . In contrast with the free-electron-gas model of the insulator band [14] , the kinetic energies of free electrons are measured with respect to the bottom of the conduction band (see Fig. 1 ). Following Ref. [1] , the number of electrons or holes in an infinitesimal energy interval (E, E + dE) for an insulator is:
where g C,V (E) corresponds to the density of levels in conduction or valence band,
and f (E, µ, T ) describes the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons, depending on the chemi- cal potential µ. The functionΘ is the step function.
Electron trajectories:
The trajectory of electrons inside a diamond bulk was simulated in the following way: the probability that a free electron of kinetic energy E travels a distance x in a solid without being scattered decreases exponentially,
is the total electron mean free path:
For a given (probability) distribution f (y) of y, we define a normalized probability distribution, P (y), in the form:
where y min and y max limit the allowed values of y, y min < y < y max . It may be easily checked that 0 ≤ P (y) ≤ 1. In the MC simulation y is then chosen to fulfill the relation: r = P (y), where r is a random number, 0 < r < 1.
The path length between two collisions may then be obtained from the normalized probability distribution, and it reads x = −λ T (E) ln(r), where r is a random number, 0 < r < 1.
After the electron has travelled a distance x, either elastic or inelastic collisions occur as a stochastic process (probability of collision ≈ σ el(in) σ el +σ in ). In elastic collisions, the electron preserves its energy, but it is scattered at an angle Θ el . The value of Θ el is obtained from the normalized probability distribution (6) obtained from the differential elastic cross section dσ el dθ (E). The momentum transfer to the lattice is neglected at this point. For an inelastic collision the situation gets more complicated. The scattered electron loses part of its energȳ hω and changes its momentum byhq. From the value ofhq one can estimate the inelastic scattering angle Θ in . MC probabilities P (E, ω, q) for this process are obtained from the
The energyhω and momentumhq losses can then be transferred to excite a secondary electron from the valence band into the conduction band. The excited electron leaves a hole with an opposite momentum in the valence band. However, the information whether a secondary electron excitation took place, or not, is not contained implicitly in the inelastic cross section. In order to estimate the number of secondary emissions, we consider two limiting cases here:
Limiting case 1: Let us introduce a probability, P (E 0 ), to excite an electron of initial energy E 0 from the valence band. The probability is derived from the carrier distribution (3), using (6) . In the first case we assume that the probabilities P (E, ω, q) and P (E 0 ) describe two independent events: (a) a scattering of the primary electron of energy E with energy losshω and momentum transferhq, and (b) a possible excitation of an electron of the initial energy E 0 from the valence band into the conduction band, if E 0 +hω is greater than E C . If, however, E 0 +hω < E C , the excitation cannot take place, and the energy loss of the primary electron is transferred to the crystal lattice.
Limiting case 2:
Here we do not allow energy transfer to the lattice. We assume that the energy lost by the primary electron is given to a secondary electron (and a hole). The electron is then removed from the valence band into the conduction band without any energy transfer to the lattice. Events (a) and (b) above are thus no longer independent, and a joint probability P (E, ω, q, E 0 ) replaces the product P (E, ω, q)P (E 0 ). This approach gives the upper limit for the number of secondary electrons released.
In the first limiting case the momentum conservation imposed on the secondary electron emission process, reduces the number of emitted secondary electrons. The electron excited from valence band has an initial kinetic energy of E e k,sec = m V me (E V − E 0 ) obtained from the dispersion relation in the valence band. This corresponds to the kinetic energy of the hole, E h k,sec = E V − E 0 in the valence band (see Fig. 2a ). The energy E V , E V = E C − E G , is the energy at the top of the V band. The final kinetic energy of the excited electron is then E ′ k,sec = E 0 +hω − E C . The incoming electron transfers a part of its momentum,hq, to the secondary electron and the hole. Momentum conservation requires that p sec = −p h and Fig. 2b ), where p sec and p ′ sec are the initial and final momenta of the secondary electron, and p h is the momentum of the hole. The momenta of electron have magnitudes | p sec |∼ 2m e E k,sec , | p ′ sec |∼ 2m e E ′ k,sec , and their orientations are chosen to fulfill the conservation of the momentum, which requires:
For both secondary emission schemes, we write the energy conservation law for the cloud of electrons in the form :
where E e kinet,T is the total kinetic energy of electrons in the conduction band, E h kinet,T is the total kinetic energy of holes in the valence band, E denotes the impact energy of the primary electron, N ion denotes the number of secondary electrons (holes) released, and E loss is the energy lost in inelastic collisions without secondary electron excitations. The ionization of the medium continues, until the energies of all excited electrons, including the primary electron, fall below E elast . After that point, only elastic scatterings occur.
Numerical results
A set of 2000 MC simulations in diamond was performed. Each cascade was initiated by a single electron. In these simulations, the kinetic energy of the primary electron, measured in respect to the bottom of the conduction band was fixed at E = 250 eV. The starting position of the primary electron at t = 0 fs was at the point x=(0,0,0) of an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. Afterwards, the electron cloud was created via secondary electron emissions. Motions of the holes were neglected.
The value of the elastic and inelastic cross sections depends on the energy of the electron, and this is changing with time. The elastic and inelastic mean free paths of low energy electrons were computed as described in [14] . Within the energy regime considered here, inelastic collisions were rare compared to elastic interactions, and most of them happened within the first 10 fs following primary electron impact. Within the first 100 fs, there were about 10000-35000 elastic interactions and about 10-50 inelastic interactions in an individual cascade simulation, from which 5-13 resulted in the ionization of the sample. The data show that elastic interactions represent the dominant mechanism for electron propagation in the system.
Spatio-temporal evolution of the cascade was analysed through (a) the number of secondary ionizations, N ion (t), (b) the electron range, r max (t), i. e. the distance of the most distant electron from the position of the primary electron emission, x=(0,0,0), (c) the kinetic temperature of the free electron gas kT (t). It should be noted that the kinetic temperature is a non-equilibrium parameter. Quantities (a)-(c) were averaged over a number of cascades. Figure 4 shows the results.
The average number of ionization events during the first femtosecond was estimated to be 4 − 6 based on Ashley's model and 5 − 8 based on the TPP-2 model. This is due to the fact that Ashley's inelastic mean free path, considered as a function of kinetic energy in the conduction band, is larger than the corresponding TPP-2 inelastic mean free path at all energies, and less ionizations occur within the same time interval. The number of secondary ionizations increased with time, and saturated within about ≤ 100 fs with a total of 5 − 10 electrons (Ashley), or 6 − 13 (TPP-2).
It should be stressed that the ionization rate is very sensitive to the secondary electron emission scheme used in the calculations. However, all predicted ionization rates lie within the limiting values predicted by experiment and other phenomenological models [13, [25] [26] [27] [28] . The lower limit is given by the secondary electron emission yield, δ, defined as the ratio of the intensity of secondary electrons emitted from the surface to the incident beam intensity. Its experimental value at E ∼ 250 eV is δ ≤ 3 [25, 28] . This means that at least three electrons were created in the cascade. The upper limit of ionization rate, N max ion is estimated [13, 27, 28] as N max ion = E/E e−h , where E is the energy of the primary electron, and E e−h is the average energy needed to create an electron-hole pair in an insulator. For diamond E e−h ∼ 17 eV [27] , so N max ion ∼ 15. Our model gives: without energy transfer to the lattice: 10-13 secondary electrons, with energy transfer: 5-6 secondary electrons.
The average electron range after 90 fs was around 110 − 130Å. The electron range predicted by Ashley's model was about 24% larger than in the TPP-2 model at 90 fs. Both models predicted almost linear growth of r max as a function of time after ∼ 40 fs. This is due to the fact, that after this time low energy electrons are dominant in the sample, and, as a consequence, the dynamics of the cloud is dominated by isotropic elastic scatterings. It should be stressed that for low energy electrons (E ≤ 10 eV) phonon coupling becomes important in insulators. Here, we did not take phonon exchanges into account.
The temperature of the electrons drops as the cascade evolves. The temperature characteristics of the electron cloud in Ashley's and the TPP-2 model are similar. In both models they are quite insensitive to the different limiting cases of secondary electron emission. The curves show rapid decrease within 1 fs after the primary electron emission. This is due to the fact that most ionizations occured during the first femtosecond, and subsequent expansion cools the system effectively. The rate of cooling drops later. Temperature data were used to check that in all simulations the energy was conserved in the system.
Energy distribution of secondary electrons.
The positions and velocities of electrons recorded at times, t = 1, 10, 90 fs were collected from all cascades generated and put into one file. Using these data, histograms of energy distributions were obtained (Fig. 5) , N(E)/N, at these time points ( N(E) = 2000 i=1 N i (E), and N i (E) was the number of electrons found in the energy interval (E, E + ∆E) for the ith cascade ). The distributions were normalized to the total number of electrons, N = E N(E).
As expected, the energy distribution of secondary electrons shows that the number of low energy electrons increases with time. At 10 fs around 30 − 80% of electrons have energies lower than 10 eV. At 90 fs there are mainly low energy electrons (more than 50% of electrons of energy, E < 10 eV) in the sample. Average total energy losses to the lattice, E loss , are ∼ 106 eV in Ashley's model and ∼ 95 eV in Tanuma's model within 100 fs for the first secondary electron emission scheme, i.e. when energy transfer to the lattice is allowed.
Local electron density and the Debye length. Using the cumulative results from all cascades, we calculated the average local electron density, ρ(r), and the local electron temperature in spherical shells of the width 1Å, centered at the center of mass of the cumulative electron cloud. Using these data, we calculated the Debye length, λ D (r) [29] , in each shell.
The results recorded at times, t = 1, 10, 90 fs, are shown in Figs. 6-9 . The results show that the Debye length was longer than the radial size of the electron cloud. This was also the case at the highest density peak. There is an approximate exponential relation between the Debye length, λ D (r), and the radial size of the electron cloud, r, ln λ D (r) = a r + b, which in this case implies that λ D (r) > r. Therefore the long-range Coulomb field is not shielded within this cloud, and the electron gas generated does not represent a plasma in a single impact cascade triggered by an electron of E ∼ 250 eV energy. This is important as it justifies the independent-electron approximation used in the model. Moreover, crude estimations of the ionization fraction show that the ionization level needed to create an Auger electron plasma in diamond will be reached with a dose of ∼ 2 × 10 5 impact X-ray photons perÅ 2 if these photons arrive before the cascade electrons recombine.
Spatial distribution of secondary electrons.
In order to analyse the spatial distribution of secondary electrons, positions of all electrons generated in 2000 cascading processes were collected (at times, t = 1, 10, 90 fs). The 40Å wide cross sections of the collective clouds are shown in Figs. 10-13. They were obtained for different optical models and different secondary electron emission schemes. In all models, most of the electrons lay within a sphere of radius ≤ 50Å at 1 fs, ≤ 70Å at 10 fs and ≤ 150Å at 90 fs with respect to the origin of the cascade. It was found that the center of mass of the cloud was moved ∼ 7Å from the starting point in the direction of the electron impact with 250 eV electrons. The shifts in other directions were ≤ 1Å.
The sphericity tensor,
, calculated for the collective cloud was almost diagonal. Non-diagonal elements were ∼ 10 − 1000 smaller than the diagonal ones. The sphericity tensor was diagonalized, and the sphericity parameter, S, was obtained from its eigenvalues: S = 3/2 (λ 2 +λ 3 ), where λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 . For all emission schemes S lay within the interval 0.83 − 0.89 at 1 fs, 0.95 − 0.97 at 10 fs and 0.98 − 0.99 at 90 fs. This implies that the spatial distribution of the collective cloud was practically isotropic, since S → 1.
A small anisotropy appeared only at 1 fs. It manifested distinctly in the cloud generated in the TPP-2 model when no energy loss to the lattice was allowed (cf. Fig. 13 ). The distribution was cylindrically symmetric along the primary impact vector but it shrank along the direction of the primary impact. This was due to the fact that at that time scale the primary electron was still much faster than the secondary electrons (cf. Fig. 5a ). At later times scales the sample got dominated by low energy electrons which scattered more and more isotropically. This was reflected in the progressing isotropy in the distribution.
Conclusions
The mechanism of ionization in solids by low energy electrons (∼ 10-500 eV) is not trivial. When the electron wavelength is comparable to distances between atoms in a solid, the Born approximation breaks down and a quantum mechanical description of the electron-atom interactions is necessary. Such a model has recently been published [14] on the basis of a free-electron gas approximation for the electronic structure of the solid. While this approach is appropriate for the description of metallic substances, it is inadequate for insulators. Insulators have a closed valence band and the band gap between the valence band and the conduction band is large. Here we describe simulations where the band structure of the insulator (diamond) was explicitly included. Electron impact cascades were initiated by a single electron of 250 eV, corresponding to the Auger energy of carbon. The results of Monte Carlo simulations show the spatio-temporal evolution of the ionization cascades with the number of secondary electrons emitted, the range of emitted electrons, their kinetic temperature, energy distribution and the plasma characteristics in terms of the Debye length. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
-Ionization rates
The average number of ionization events during the first femtosecond was between 4 − 8 depending on the secondary electron emission scheme used in the calculations. Saturation was reached within ≤ 100 fs with a total of 5 − 13 in the various models. These ionization rates are lower than rates obtained earlier with the Fermi electron gas approximation [14] , and agree better with experiments and other predictions [13, [25] [26] [27] [28] . At time scales much longer than 10 fs, very low energy electrons dominate the sample, and a model specific for this energy regime should be worked out.
-Energy distribution
The average temperature of the electrons dropped rapidly within the first femtosecond following the primary emission. This is due to the fact that a large part of all ionizations occurred during the first femtosecond, and this cooled the system effectively. As expected, the number of low energy electrons increased with time, and very low energy electrons (E < 10 eV) became dominant in the sample after about 10 fs. As a consequence, elastic interactions were frequent in the sample. When energy transfer to the lattice was allowed, cooling was faster, with an average total energy loss to the lattice of around 100 eV within 100 fs in an individual cascade simulation.
-Spatial distribution
The spatial distribution of secondary electrons is anisotropic towards the primary impact at 1 fs. At longer time scales, as the system cools down and energy is distributed more and more equally among electrons, the spatial distribution of the electrons becomes isotropic. Phonon coupling and inelastic interactions between very low energy electrons (E < 10 eV) and matter were neglected in the model. These effects may influence the transportation of very low energy electrons within the sample.
-Debye length and Coulomb shielding
The Debye length increases exponentially with the radial size of the electron cloud. The long-range Coulomb field is not shielded within this cloud, and the electron gas generated does not represent a plasma in a single impact cascade triggered by an electron of E ∼ 250 eV energy. This is important as it justifies the independent-electron approximation used in the model. Moreover, an analysis of the ionization fraction shows that ionization level needed to create an Auger electron plasma in diamond will be reached with a dose of ∼ 2 × 10 5 impact X-ray photons perÅ 2 if these photons arrive before the cascade electrons recombine.
-Implications
The results can be used to estimate damage by low energy electrons in diamond and other carbon-based covalent compounds. The Monte-Carlo code may be adopted to simulate multiionization phenomena in systems, ranging from the explosion of atomic clusters to the formation of plasmas. The model could also be used to estimate ionization rates and the spatio-temporal characteristics of secondary electron cascades in biological substances. Based on numerical figures for diamond, the maximal diameter of the secondary electron cloud reaches about 100Ångstrom within the first femtosecond with about 4-6 ionization events in this period. The diameter of this cloud is 2-3 times larger at than the diameter of a simple protein molecule. At 10 fs, ionization is almost complete with an average of 5-11 electrons released per cascade. At this point the maximal diameter of the cascade is about 150 Angstrom, i.e. the size of a large multienzyme complex. At 100 femtosecond, the diameter of the secondary electron cloud reaches the size of a small virus particle (300-400Ångstrom). The overall number of ionization events does not change appreciably from this point onwards as the electrons have cooled down and interact elastically with the sample. Note that the density of proteins is about 3 times smaller than that of diamond, and so the total number of interactions and ionization rates are expected to be lower in proteins than in diamond. The figures above overestimate ionization within the volumes of small biological samples at these time points. Further studies will be necessary to quantitate expected differences.
One should also point out that there are certain practical applications for diamond in which an understanding of the damage mechanisms is important. For instance, diamond and other wide band gap materials are considered as potential cold electron emitters. Due to its low or negative electron affinity, diamond irradiated by electrons shows a high secondary electron emission yield [25, 26] . This offers the possibility for applying diamond for signal amplification, e. g. in scanning electron microscopy. The high radiation resistivity of diamond makes it an ideal candidate to work as a semiconductor in high-radiation environments [30] , as, for instance, in particle detectors. 
